SOUTH JERSEY TRANSPORTATION PLANNING ORGANIZATION

ITEM 1509-35: Approving the Selection of Michael Baker International in Association with
Civic Eye Collaborative as the Consultants for the Public Involvement for the
2040 RTP Update
PROPOSAL
At its September14, 2015, meeting, the Technical Advisory Committee recommended that the Policy
Board approve the selection of Michael Baker International, in association with Civic Eye Collaborative
for the Public Outreach project related to the 2040 RTP Update. Total project costs will not exceed
$100,000. We are currently negotiating with the consultant on substantial scope and cost reduction.
BACKGROUND
Public involvement is a critical component in the unveiling of any metropolitan transportation plan. It is
prescribed as part of the Metropolitan Planning Rule 23 CFR 450.316. SJTPO sought a qualified
consultant to strengthen SJTPO’s ongoing public involvement process and lead the outreach process for
the 2040 Regional Transportation Plan Update. This project will deliver the following products:
Outreach Strategy: The consultant must develop an outreach strategy that includes overall direction for
the outreach effort: development of messaging, marketing, surveys, and activities.
List of Stakeholders: the consultant is to develop a more robust network of stakeholders to include in
conversations about regional transportation needs, both through this process and moving forward.
Meetings and Events: The consultant will develop the activities and content for the public outreach
meetings and events. The consultant will also be leading some of these meetings and events.
Public Outreach Toolkit: The consultant will deliver a robust toolkit that will enable SJTPO to
administer successful, professional outreach beyond the scope of consultant-administered work. This
toolkit is to include a specific list of materials that will provide for a high degree of professional
visualization. These materials include graphics, printed materials, and web-based tools.
A project website will allow for visitors to complete surveys and provide other input. One feature is
to be an online map-based tool that would allow residents to identify projects or issues in specific
locations.
Raw Data: The consultant will deliver a spreadsheet that includes all raw data that reflect any public
input received for analysis by SJTPO staff.
Public Outreach Chapter: The consultant will deliver a chapter of the RTP that details the outreach effort
employed and summarizes the results of the input.
The consultant will provide Project Management and On-Call Technical Assistance during the
course of the contract period.
The notice of availability of Requests for Proposals was sent to approximately 145 firms. The
consultant selection committee received three (3) proposals. After an initial evaluation and an interview
with the top two candidates, the committee selected the proposal from Michael Baker International. The
total cost of the projects is $100,000 with a DBE percentage of 27%. If this contract is awarded, the
total SJTPO DBE/ESBE participation rate to date for FY 2016 would become 11.8%.

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL
Narrative
Introduction
Michael Baker is excited by the opportunity to support the SJTPO in its public outreach process for the 2040 Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP) Update and strengthen SJTPO’s ongoing public involvement process. Michael Baker has
extensive experience supporting federal, state, and county agencies as well as other stakeholders and clients in public
participation, including tailoring messaging for specific audiences (e.g., commuters, older adults, bicyclists, and
pedestrians), meeting facilitation, and collaborative planning. Michael Baker will provide SJTPO with the planning
expertise and experience to lead the public outreach process for its RTP update. Also, as one of SJTPO’s largest (and
federally mandated) planning efforts, the RTP can serve as a great introduction to SJTPO and its programs. To that
end, Michael Baker will ensure that the RTP outreach process will serve as a solid foundation for SJTPO’s future
public engagement endeavors.
Michael Baker understands the importance of maximizing public participation efforts to energize the public around
transportation and planning issues in the region. Michael Baker has demonstrated excellent prior performance in
leading public outreach processes for plans and studies, matching engagement tools with the type and level of input
sought, and its staff has particular expertise in outreach and communications related to transportation planning,
engaging diverse audiences, and a knowledge of the unique issues associated with outreach related to Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPOs). In addition, Michael Baker is also familiar the SJTPO region and has offices in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Hamilton, New Jersey.
Michael Baker has professionals with vast planning outreach expertise that will be specifically tailored to SJTPO
interests and provide value added services. Michael Baker will lead this project out of its Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
office supported by staff in the Hamilton, New Jersey office. Sarah Bowen, AICP, CFM, will serve as Project Manager.
She is an experienced Project Manager for public outreach and planning services in Pennsylvania and New Jersey
and a skilled meeting facilitator. Her detailed knowledge of innovative outreach techniques will ensure that SJTPO
receives excellent support throughout the process. Alexis Williams, AICP, P.P., is proposed as Public Involvement
Lead. She is a South Jersey resident and has extensive experience leading public outreach activities for numerous
transportation projects for clients such as the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation and the Pennsylvania
Turnpike Commission. Jane Meconi, AICP will serve as a Technical Advisor for the project. Jane comes to Michael
Baker from the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC) where she was Manager of Public
Involvement and was primarily responsible for the Commission’s Environmental Justice (EJ) and Title VI Compliance
programs. She collaborated on myriad communications and outreach strategies for individual programs and
projects, including the Commission’s Long-Range Plan and Transportation Improvement Program. The project team
will also be supported by Matthew Bodnar, who, before coming to Michael Baker, worked as a Transportation
Specialist for the Cross County Connection Transportation Management Association and has completed
transportation planning studies throughout the SJTPO region. In addition to the core team that is proposed, Michael
Baker has a deep field of experienced planners, GIS specialists, and outreach professionals to respond to the project’s
needs.
Michael Baker will be joined by Civic Eye Collaborative (Civic Eye), a New Jersey-based, Disadvantage Business
Enterprise (DBE) urban planning and multimedia studio. Civic Eye Collaborative brings additional expertise in
communicating complex urban planning issues using the latest technology to enhance public participation and
improve understanding of the planning process.
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Michael Baker has the capability, in all respects, to fully perform the contract requirements. Michael Baker is
composed of planning professionals that have the moral and business integrity and reliability which will assure good
faith performance as required by this project. Michael Baker has no conflict of interest in supplying services as
outlined in this proposal. Michael Baker will consistently exceed SJTPO’s expectations by providing a unique,
collaborative effort that will garner input, introduce SJTPO to new audiences, and raise the public profile of SJTPO
in southern New Jersey.
Michael Baker is excited to work with SJTPO to lead the public outreach process for its RTP update. This scope of
work lays out the essential framework for the public involvement process, but can also be flexible to respond to any
opportunities or evolving needs of SJTPO and its stakeholders that arise during the course of the project. The
following outlines the Michael Baker team approach to the tasks outlined in the Scope of Work.
Technical Approach to Tasks
Task 1: Strengthen SJTPO’s Ongoing Public Involvement Process and Lead the Outreach Process for the 2040
Regional Transportation Plan Update
The Michael Baker team knows how to efficiently implement SJTPO’s Statement of Work to lead the public
involvement process for the 2040 RTP update. The team will hit the ground running and will work with SJTPO staff
to develop targeted public outreach strategies for the RTP Update that will reach a large audience of stakeholders
throughout the region.
1.1 Outreach Strategy
The Michael Baker team understands the importance
of maximizing public participation efforts and getting
the general public excited about and engaged in
transportation planning. We will develop an
outreach strategy that is tailored to maximize
participation, considers all relevant issues, is
technically sound, meets or exceeds all federal
mandates for public participation, Title VI, and EJ,
ensures that appropriate input is gathered, delivers a
consistent message, and is transparent in its
conclusions and recommendations.
The team will work with SJTPO to develop an
outreach strategy that reflects the needs of SJTPO
and the communities it serves. We will work with
SJTPO to develop a vision, goals, and objectives, and
provide high-energy, productive tools to ensure
success. We will also develop tools related to
communications, messaging, marketing activities,
surveys, and outreach materials. The outreach
strategy will lay out activities to be conducted by the
consultant and SJTPO.
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Successful participation plans employ a multilayered approach. There is no either/or! However,
tools must be deployed in a strategic way to ensure
that connections are made across all platforms of
engagement, and that those connections circle
back to SJTPO.
SJTPO has identified marketing and branding as
a key component of this project. The Michael
Baker team has extensive experience in
communications plans, media outreach, and
logo and graphic design. Sample activities that
may be in the strategy include:








Michael Baker staff have designed logos for a variety of projects and
organizations including this contest-winning logo designed for the American
Society of Civil Engineers, Philadelphia Chapter.

Media and communications plan, including contacts to local media, blogs, influencers;
Crafting messaging that is clear, jargon-free and speaks to the concerns and issues that impact
stakeholders:
To address the challenge of engaging the public in long-range planning; messaging may focus on nearterm efforts (e.g. connecting the RTP with the Transportation Improvement Program, implementation
efforts, Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plans, partner organization programming, funding
opportunities, etc.);
Deploy messaging on a variety of overlapping platforms: social media, email, hard copy flyers and
personalized letters. Use existing community and partner organizations and gathering places (e.g. libraries,
museums, municipal buildings) to get the word out. Different stakeholder groups access information
differently; a multi-layered approach to communicating information ensures that varied audiences will pick
up SJTPO’s message;
Social media plan: Includes strategies to grow SJTPO’s Twitter feed, explore other opportunities, steer traffic
to SJTPO’s website. An online survey may be considered, or other types of engagement that get people to
think about the region and what is important to them, and builds online content for SJTPO to use.

While innovative social media and engagement tools are integral to contemporary planning, one must never lose
sight that the most meaningful part of public engagement is developing relationships with stakeholders. SJTPO is
not merely looking for input to its RTP, it is working to create partners in its planning process, whether it be with a
community organization, a particular municipality, or an interested member of the public. To that end, ongoing,
face-to-face engagement tools must be a part of the project strategy, and inform the format of public meetings and
events. Activities may include:





Providing family-friendly public meetings, including activities specifically geared to children:
An interactive “meeting in a box” which can be deployed as part of a “road show” for SJTPO;
Creating a board game that allows players to prioritize transportation investments in a fiscallyconstrained environment;
Create an “opportunity calendar” in the region to outline events and locations for smaller-scale
outreach: county fairs, festivals, special interest conferences, EJ-focused activities etc. This will
form the basis of Michael Baker’s non-traditional outreach component of the RTP update, but
can be transferred to SJTPO as a living document for future engagement opportunities.

Outreach to
children also
reinforces the
message of
planning for
the future
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The team will present the Outreach Strategy as a Technical Memo in both draft and final versions to SJTPO for review.
Deliverables:
1.1 Outreach Strategy
1.1a Technical Memorandum Draft
1.1b Technical Memorandum Final
1.2 List of Stakeholders
The Michael Baker team has experience identifying and organizing diverse stakeholder groups for projects and plan
updates. For example, Michael Baker has assisted numerous Pennsylvania and New Jersey counties with updates of
their local hazard mitigation plans. As part of the plan update process, Michael Baker assists the counties in
identifying a variety of stakeholders that would have an interest in the project or may be impacted by the project.
Additionally at the MPO-level, Jane specialized in developing stakeholder lists that covered large geographic areas
with a particular focus in developing relationships within the EJ and Human Services communities.
The Michael Baker team will assist SJTPO in the identification of a broad list of stakeholders to include in
conversations about regional transportation needs for the RTP update. These may include (among others) County
agencies and representatives, municipal representatives, and other stakeholders such as residents,
colleges/universities, hospitals, nursing homes, prisons, residential institutions, community leaders, non-profits and
advocacy groups, state and federal agencies with installations or other presence in the counties, businesses,
Chambers of Commerce, civic associations, municipal school districts, cultural institutions, environmental
organizations, bicycle and pedestrian interest groups, disability advocates, utility authorities, and communities
adjacent to the SJTPO region. The team will also focus on reaching out to traditionally underserved and EJ
communities in the SJTPO region.
The team will communicate the stakeholder information via a spreadsheet that will include contact information for
each stakeholder and indicate whether the consultant will make the initial contact or expects SJTPO to make initial
contact. The stakeholder list will be a living document that will be expanded throughout the course of the project
as additional stakeholders are identified or contacts at stakeholder organizations change, and can be used as a
resource for future SJTPO outreach endeavors. The Michael Baker team will include the final stakeholder list in the
public outreach chapter of the RTP update (see task 1.6).
Deliverables:
1.2 List of Stakeholders
1.3 Meetings and Events
The Michael Baker team recognizes that project meetings and events are an opportunity to provide information
about the RTP Update and lead the plan to a successful completion. We are prepared to develop the activities and
content for the meetings and events detailed below. This may include identifying appropriate meeting format,
preparation of agendas, meetings invitations, and presentations/activities.
The Michael Baker team understands that the SJTPO plans to convene a minimum of 12 in-person, public meetings
(one in each county over the course of the three phases of planning outlined below). Of the 12 meetings, the team
will develop and facilitate a minimum of eight in-person public meetings. Depending on project needs, the number
of meetings facilitated per round may change but it is anticipated that the team will facilitate four meetings in Round
I, three meetings in Round II, and one meeting in Round III. The team will also work with SJTPO to ensure that a
minimum of six of the 12 total meetings are held in identified EJ communities.
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Since the Michael Baker team will not be present at all 12 public meetings, we will focus on developing the content
and materials for the meetings in a way so that SJTPO can replicate the meetings throughout the study area.
These public meetings do not have to
follow a traditional presentation or
workshop format. Michael Baker will
provide meeting formats that are
engaging and lively, and can be tailored
to a particular audience. The proposed
team members design meetings that are
flexible and allow for input in a variety of
ways because people respond and
comment in different ways. During
meetings, attendees may ask questions
during a group presentation, post
comments to a board, write comments on
a survey, draw ideas or problem areas on
a map, as well as, have opportunities to
submit comments after the meeting.

Proposed PM Sarah Bowen Presenting at Bucks County Hazard Mitigation Plan Kickoff Meeting

The team will consult with SJTPO to
determine meeting locations, dates, and times. Meetings may be held in different locations throughout the counties
to maximize participation. All meeting locations will be ADA-accessible, and transit-accessible, if feasible. We can
also explore the possibility of meeting conferencing for remote participation in meetings and events. The Michael
Baker team is also prepared to address any Limited English Proficiency (LEP) or translation needs as part of the
participation process, in line with federal mandates related to MPO public engagement. The proposed team includes
members fluent in Spanish that can attend meetings as interpreters and assist with translation of documents and
materials. There are also additional resources within Michael Baker to address any other language needs that may
arise during the project. As best possible, we will schedule meetings to align with SJTPO Citizens Advisory Committee
(CAC) meetings. The below section presents a proposed outreach strategy for each round of outreach; however,
specifics will be finalized in consultation with SJTPO staff at the inception of the project.
Round I - Fall Outreach: Mid-October to Mid-December, 2015
The Michael Baker team will work with SJTPO, the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), and Policy Board to
plan for four meetings in Round I. The focus of the Round I outreach will be about general education about the
RTP update, including its vision, goals, and objectives. Round I should also include an introduction and
orientation to SJTPO and the MPO planning process, as there will most likely be many new stakeholders that
are unfamiliar with the organization. The team will solicit feedback about the vision and goals of the plan
through meeting comment forms and surveys if determined to be a useful tool by the SJTPO. Michael Baker
will work with SJTPO to ensure that the meetings address the RTP scenarios and can work with refining the
scenarios as per public input.
Outreach that is part of this Round I phase will also involve working with the TAC to determine potential
scenarios to include in the RTP update. The Michael Baker team will attend the TAC’s November TAC meeting
at which scenarios are proposed.
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Round II - Winter Outreach: Mid-December, 2015 to Early-April, 2016
The Michael Baker team will develop and facilitate three public meetings during the Round II winter outreach
period. Meetings and outreach that take place during Round II will serve to solicit feedback on the scenarios
developed and approved by the TAC during the Round I outreach. The team will also gather feedback about
strategies for each scenario.
Round III - Spring Outreach: Mid-April, 2016 to Mid-June, 2016
The Michael Baker team will develop and facilitate one public meeting to take place during the Round III spring
outreach period. The Michael Baker team will work with the SJTPO to develop a meeting format where a draft
RTP will be presented and feedback on draft plan content will be solicited and addressed. This meeting could
potentially serve as the formal public comment meeting that is required as per MPO regulations; the team can
support this effort to ensure that all mandates are met for the formal public comment process. In addition, the
team will work with the SJTPO to determine if any of the feedback received during this phase of outreach will
result in changes to RTP content
Throughout the course of the three rounds of outreach, the
team will also develop and administer a minimum of four
“non-traditional” events, one in each County of the SJTPO
region. Baker proposes an approach that links the planning
process to other meetings, events, or efforts. This philosophy
supplements the regulatory planning process by bringing
transportation planning to people in ways and locations that
are convenient for the public and stakeholders. The Michael
Baker team has experience developing unique events through
a “go to the people” approach. When Michael Baker led the
update of Pennsylvania’s 2013 State Standard Hazard
Mitigation Plan (SSHMP), one of the goals was to go to the
public, rather than have separate meetings for the SSAHMP.
The SSAHMP was covered at existing meetings and events
across the commonwealth related to sustainability,
stormwater management and science fairs. The photo above
shows an experiment to engage children, parents, and
caretakers visiting the Carnegie Science Center.

Michael Baker will tailor outreach to maximize participation
by employing a “go to the people” approach

Examples of potential non-traditional events in South Jersey that the Michael Baker team will discuss with SJTPO
may include:









An outreach table or display at train station(s) along New Jersey Transit’s Atlantic City line, and other events
that particularly target commuters;
Programming to connect the RTP with other MPO efforts (such as Air Quality planning);
Tabling at the Atlantic City Boardwalk or participating in other summer events at shore towns;
Participating at the Cumberland County Business Expo and partnering with the Bridgeton Area Chamber of
Commerce to engage the business community;
Attending the Cowtown Rodeo in Salem County;
Set up roving events in areas that are popular with bicyclists and pedestrians;
Engaging area scout troops and youth-oriented events; and
Events at rest stops along the Garden State Parkway, New Jersey Turnpike, or the Atlantic City Expressway.
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Non-traditional events engage the business community,
as well as target commuters, bicyclists, and pedestrians.

A key tool that will be used throughout the outreach process will be the use of dynamic visuals. Through filming
and photography tools and techniques, content will be developed for the public outreach process that will be
engaging and educational. Our partner for this project, Civic Eye Collaborative, will help develop and administer
outreach events through the use of video and engaging social media content:



Videos at public forums explaining the project, its importance and review of ways to stay connected
Visioning station with a mix of film, photography, graphics, and written questions where participants can
rate the appropriateness of proposed ideas through a visual survey

The Michael Baker team will prepare an initial list of RTP update meetings and events to take place through the
three rounds of outreach for SJTPO feedback and approval. A final list of events will be included as part of the public
outreach chapter of the RTP update (see task 1.6).
Deliverables:
1.3 Meetings and Events List
1.4 Public Outreach Toolkit
The Michael Baker team has developed innovative outreach techniques which it has employed for various projects.
We will develop a public outreach toolkit to continue outreach outside the scope of this project and to be used by
SJTPO for future projects in years to come. The team understands that these materials will become property of the
SJTPO. The toolkit will include:
Graphics
Graphics included with the Public Outreach Toolkit may include photos taken at outreach events, a logo
developed for the project, meeting and flyer templates, maps, etc.
Handouts and other printed materials
Handouts and printed materials may include brochures, press releases, and flyers. Michael Baker has also
worked with municipalities and other agencies to develop flyers, informational pamphlets and other documents
to provide public education regarding projects and policies.
A selection of meeting formats, sample activities, and facilitation models
The toolkit will include a range of tried-and-tested and best practice examples of engaging public events that
can be tailored to SJTPO’s region, and are flexible for a wide range of topics and project budgets, to meet future
meeting and event needs.
Web-based tools
Michael Baker will work with SJTPO to determine if they would like project and public outreach information
stored and publicized through the use of SJTPO’s existing website or on a new website that the Michael Baker
team will create for the project. Michael Baker has developed numerous websites for its clients that are userfriendly, include web-based mapping, and are focused on public outreach and education.
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A great example of Michael Baker’s capabilities is the Allegheny County
Stormwater Management Plan website. As part of this project, Michael
Baker created a dedicated project website which was publicized and
used throughout the project. Michael Baker created an interactive,
municipal problem areas map and form for the website where residents
could pinpoint stormwater problem locations (areas that flood frequently
such as stream banks, roads, landslides, or turbidity problems)
throughout Allegheny County by dropping point markers on a map and
describing the problem at the location. Data could then be extracted
from the map and analyzed or remapped in GIS or Google Earth. Michael
Baker has also created dedicated websites for other projects to convey
information, meeting dates, forms, and documents. Interested officials
and members of the public may sign up for alerts when announcements
and meetings are added to the website.

Michael Baker has experience creating dedicated
websites for projects, including websites with mapbased tools

In addition, Michael Baker won an award for “Best Use of Technology for
Public Participation” by the American Planning Association’s Technology
Division for the work performed on the “More for 1604 Social Media Program.” This category recognizes an
organization for the best use of technology to enhance public involvement and participation in planning and
decision-making processes. Baker developed a comprehensive Community Engagement and Public Involvement
Plan. This included a series of scoping meetings, community briefings and presentations, Community Advisory
Group workshops, website (www.MoreFor1604.com), nationally recognized social media programs, media
support, project drop in office, hotline, notices, announcements, and public meetings.

Social media can be a key aspect to engaging audiences in an ongoing effort, but must be tailored to meet the
needs of the project and SJTPO. Michael Baker will work with SJTPO to develop a social media strategy that
leverages SJTPO’s current social media presence and expand its influence, and explores additional social media
platforms, while respecting staff time allocation to maintain the platforms into the future. Michael Baker is also
keenly aware of the risks associated with the use of these tools, and is experienced at identifying project-specific
risks and incorporating the appropriate disclaimers, terms and conditions and security controls for use of these
sites. Michael Baker works closely with our clients in order to identify the specific needs of the project and
implement the appropriate level of security privacy and monitoring of any social media efforts.
Displays
Displays to be included in the Public Outreach Toolkit may include materials used to set-up tables or booths at
the public outreach events or portable exhibit displays.
Project films
The project team proposes the development of two highly produced project films. These films will visually
illustrate and convey the transportation themes identified as important in the SJTPO 2040 RTP. The
transportation issues and policies that would compose such a plan are layered and complex and contain issues
that are not easily conveyed to a lay public with words alone (e.g. the terms “mode choice” and “level of service”
don’t resonate with people with words alone). Project films would visually illustrate the transportation issues in
the region in an easy to understand format that will translate “plannerese” into a real world and compelling
story that can set the table for a productive dialogue of existing conditions, plan goals, potential solutions, and
expected outcomes. The films would be a mix of community footage and interview sound bytes that would
capture the look and feel of current transportation options, show the different transportation users, explain plan
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goals, and illustrate potential solutions. Footage would be supplemented with graphics of proposed concepts
and would be supported by “street interviews” of community members and officials describing transportation
options, the issues, and what they would like to see happen from a transportation perspective in the future. The
two films that are suggested would include a short 1-2 minute “promo” film that would be a table setting film
as described in the public forums task description. The second film would be a more in-depth 3-5 minute film
that would summarize the RTP, the rationale and data that informed the process, and how the plan will be used
to guide future development and decision-making.
Focused Film Content and Photography
The project team will develop a shot list that will be used to both guide the capture of necessary footage for the
development of the project films described above as well as to illustrate and enhance written content distributed
through outreach channels, including social media. Focused content can serve to document modal interactions
(motorist/pedestrian/bicycle) in a variety of contexts and serve as a visual baseline for planning and discussion.
The advantage of this footage is that it clearly communicates the behavior to be discussed and eliminates the
idea that verbally expressed topics are “heresay”. Inventories can be performed on observed behaviors (eg:
motorist/pedestrian conflict, behaviors at hot spots such as transit stations or at bus stops), or as a visual physical
documentation baseline (eg: crosswalks, bikelanes, street design). These inventories can be posted on the
website in a video player and used in public meetings as “table setters” or to introduce discussions of issues and
concepts. The footage would be provided as short edited clips of observations captured in film and would be
formatted to be posted as supplemental as well as stand-alone materials for distribution through social media
channels and for use in Power Point presentations and other more traditional outreach and education tools.
The team will present the Public Outreach Toolkit in both draft and final format for SJTPO’s review and comment.
Deliverables:
1.4 Public Outreach Toolkit
1.4a Public Outreach Toolkit – Draft
1.4b Public Outreach Toolkit – Final
1.5 Raw Data
The Michael Baker team will track all public feedback and comments received during the public outreach process in
a spreadsheet. The spreadsheet will be updated throughout the course of the project and delivered to SJTPO in
both draft and final versions.
Deliverables:
1.4 Public Outreach Toolkit
1.4a Public Outreach Toolkit – Draft
1.4b Public Outreach Toolkit – Final
1.6 Public Outreach Chapter
The Michael Baker team will prepare a public outreach chapter of the RTP. It will provide an overview of goals and
objectives, detail the meetings and outreach efforts and summarize all input received, issues and concerns that were
raised by the public, and include public comments and responses received during the formal public comment
process. The chapter will also outline how the engagement program addressed federal public participation, Title VI,
and EJ mandates and highlight how the process supported the engagement of new and diverse audiences (including
minority, disabled, elderly, low income, and LEP populations) in the regional decision-making process. Additionally,
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the chapter will include a final list of stakeholders that participated in the plan update process (as per task 1.2) as
well as a detailed summary of all meetings and events (as per task 1.3).
The public outreach chapter will be provided to SJTPO in draft, revised draft, and final draft versions.
Deliverables:
1.6 Public Outreach Chapter of RTP Update
1.6a Public Outreach Chapter – Draft
1.6b Public Outreach Chapter – Revised
1.6c Public Outreach Chapter – Final
Task 2: Project Management and On-Call Technical Assistance
The Michael Baker team is excited by the level of coordination set forth in the Request for Proposals. The Michael
Baker team will maintain regular contact with the SJTPO project manager throughout the study process. A project
schedule is included below and we will work with the SJTPO to refine the schedule after the kick-off meeting.
Additionally, we understand that the schedule will be reviewed and modified as necessary throughout the course of
the project.
The team will prepare bi-weekly project status reports. The progress reports will present project progress during
the two-week period, any issues encountered, percent of budget expensed, and schedule adherence. These progress
reports will be provided in addition to progress reports included with monthly invoices.
Michael Baker also understands that regular phone and email communication with the SJTPO project manager will
be necessary throughout the course of the study to communicate needs, issues, and progress on the study. Team
members will be readily available to coordinate with the SJTPO as often as is needed.
The Michael Baker team will also be readily available to participate in a minimum of six project management
meetings with the SJTPO either via WebEx/GoToMeeting, telephone conference call, or in person. At these meetings,
the team and the SJTPO project manager may discuss project progress and any issues or challenges pertaining to
the project that arise throughout the course of the study.
Deliverables:
2.1 Six Project Management Meetings
2.2 Bi-weekly Progress Reports
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Decreased Scope to Arrive at $90,000 Budget
The proceeding scope is the full proposed scope with a $148,500 budget. The ideas and range
of services of the full proposed scope were tailored down to a level of effort to match the final
$90,000 budget as follows.
1.1
Outreach Strategy – Michael Baker
 4 hours each for 4 staff to attend the kick‐off meeting with SJTPO to gather ideas,
preferences, and lessons learned from previous projects.
 30 hours to complete research of outreach based on best practices and SJTPO preferences
and to develop the draft strategy.
 8 hours to revise the draft strategy based on comments from SJTPO and from lessons
learned in this outreach process.
1.2
List of Stakeholders – Michael Baker
 20 hours to research potential stakeholders for inclusion in project based on SJTPO
preferences and best practices, develop initial stakeholder list, and maintain stakeholder list
throughout the project.
 8 hours to provide subject matter expert input to generate ideas for potential stakeholders
for inclusion in the process and to complete quality control on the initial and continued
stakeholder list throughout the project.
1.3
Meetings & Events
Michael Baker
 8 hours per meeting per staff attendee to allow for meeting prep (including document prep,
invitations, etc.), attendance, follow‐up, and documentation for each meeting.
 Budgeted for 3 attendees at 4 traditional public meetings and 1 attendee at 6 non‐
traditional public events for a total of 144 hours (2nd attendee for public events that need
more than one attendee to be provided by SJTPO staffing). There is an additional 48 hours
to be used towards creation of scenario planning tool (i.e., web‐based survey), evaluation of
scenarios, and facilitation of public meetings at which scenarios are discussed or extra
attendance at non‐traditional public events.
Civic Eye
 24 hours to provide dynamic visual media content coordination and media content team
management.
1.4
Public Outreach Toolkit
Michael Baker
 16 hours for subject matter experts to provide input to generate ideas for toolkit
components and to provide quality control for toolkit development.
 64 hours to complete research on the components of the toolkit based on national and
regional best practices and SJTPO preferences, to develop the toolkit, and to update the
non‐video materials in toolkit.
 18 hours for design specialists to translate outreach materials into Spanish.
 40 hours for graphic designer to develop the initial logo and brand and to edit these
components based on feedback from SJTPO.

Civic Eye
 44 hours in pre‐production activities, 48 hours in filming, and 50 hours in post‐production.
1.5
Raw Data – Michael Baker
 6 hours to provide analysis of the data used in informing the plan and to provide quality
control oversight of the plan development.
 18 hours to continuously collect, organize, and maintain input for use in plan and appendix
throughout the planning process.
1.6
Public Outreach Chapter – Michael Baker
 25 hours to research content of the chapter and to develop the chapter.
 8 hours to review comments, determine appropriate responses based on best practices and
SJTPO preferences, and to manage appropriate and timely follow‐up with public in response
to received comments.
 6 hours to provide quality control for development and finalization of the chapter.
2.1
Project management meetings (6) – Michael Baker
 2 hours for each meeting to prep for, follow‐up from, and document meeting, for 6
meetings.
 4 hours for 2 staff to attend 2 meetings.
 4 hours for 1 staff to attend 4 meetings.
2.2
Bi‐weekly progress reports – Michael Baker
 Approximately 1 hour to create each progress report, for 18 total progress reports

